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MOMMY'S GONE, DADDY'S IN PRISON, NOW WHAT ABOUT ME?:
FAMILY REUNIFICATION FOR CHILDREN OF SINGLE
CUSTODIAL FATHERS IN PRISON-
WILL THE SINS OF INCARCERATED FATHERS
BE INHERITED BY THEIR CHILDREN?
WIL=AM WESlEY PATrON* COPYRIGHT 1998
I. INTRODUCTION
I first witnessed the prison system's cruel disregard for mothers and
children in 1979, while representing a pregnant defendant.1 My client
had been convicted of forgery and sentenced to state prison for three
years.2 The trial court denied her petition for bail pending appeal, and
she was incarcerated in the California Institution for Women, Frontera.3
Separated from her two children and placed in a facility without ade-
quate prenatal medical care, she was due to deliver her third child within
weeks. 4 One of the arguments for releasing her on bail was that in three
months she would be eligible for a new prison-mother program which
would permit her to live with her infant in a community treatment
facility outside the prison walls. 5 Based upon the evidence presented in
her writ of habeas corpus, the court of appeal remanded the matter for a
new bail hearing in the superior court. Before the new hearing could be
* Professor and Director, Whittier Law School Center for Children's Rights.
1. I first became aware of the plight of prisoners with children when I was a law student working
in the UCLA Law School Prisoner Assistance Project. The Project specialized in impact litigation in
prisoner rights cases.
2. Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus at 2, In re Maria M., Superior Court No. A-193230, Cal. Ct.
App.2d, Div. 3, No. 34437, filed Nov. 20, 1979, in the California Supreme Court (hereinafter, "Wrif'].
3. Application for Setting of Bail Pending Appeal at 2 Crim. No. 34437, Cal. Ct. App.2d, Div. 3,
filed September 27, 1979 [hereinafter, "Application"].
4. Application, supra note 3, at app. C. One commentator has noted, "[C]orrectional systems
typically have inadequate prenatal protocols, staff, and equipment to treat pregnant women, and they
do not have resident obstetricians." Ellen K. Barry, Pregnant Prisoners, 12 HAmv. WoMi's L. J. 189,
190 (1989).
5. In 1978, section 3411 of the California Penal Code created a new prison-mother program. In
its original form, section 3411 stated:
The Department of Corrections shall on or before January 1, 1980, establish and
implement a community treatment program under which mother inmates who have one
or more children under the age of two years and two months, whether born prior to or
after January 1, 1978, shall be eligible to participate within the provisions of this section.
The community treatment program shall provide for the release of the mother and child
or children to a public or private facility in the community suitable to the needs of the
mother and child ....
CAL. PENA. CODE § 3411 (amended 1982 & 1988).
In addition, California Penal Code section 3412 provided that "[t]he Department of Corrections
shall provide pediatric care consistent with medical standards .... " CAL. PENAL CODE § 3412
(amended 1982).
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scheduled, however, my client developed medical problems and de-
livered a stillborn child. 6 The superior court denied my client bail and
separated her from her other two children for the duration of her prison
sentence.7  (
This article explores the prison system's disregard for the needs of
single-parent inmates, especially fathers. Part II reviews the history of
mother-infant penology. Part III is devoted to the history, or lack
thereof, of a comparable father-infant penology. Part IV addresses the
rights children of prisoners may be able to assert to associate with their
parents. Finally, part V proposes a design for a facility to house both
mothers and fathers and their children.
II. MOTHER-INFANT PENOLOGY
A. THE GENESIS AND DEVELOPMENT OF MOTHER-INFANT PENOLOGY
Historically, female prisoners have been subjected to worse prison
conditions than men for several reasons. 8 First, correctional designers,
whose goal is equal treatment for male and female prisoners, often fail to
achieve equality because their designs are modeled upon male general-
izations that overlook important gender differences. 9 Second, since
6. Writ, supra note 2, at 3 app. 3.
7. Another cruel irony in this case is that the section 3411 community treatment facilities were
not implemented until several years after my client's stillbirth and then only as a result of class action
prisoner lawsuits. Barry, supra note 4, at 194-95. As late as December of 1994, only 91 female
prisoners were housed in the California community treatment facilities. ADMnismRATivE SEvicas
BRANCh, DEARnm' r OF CoREcnoNs, QHARAclaisrics or PorLATio N CAUiFORNiA STAT PaRsoNs BY
INSTrWunoN, DECEMBER 31, 1994, at 17 (1995).
8. Nicole Hahn Rafter, Even in Prison, Women are Second.Class Citizens: Through a Series of
Lawsuits, Women Inmates are Forcing Us to Confront Basic Inequities in the American Justice System,
14 Hum. Rrs. 28,28-31 (1987).
9. See, e.g., Sue Mine, A Profile of Female Offenders in the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 3 Fan.
PmsoNs J., Spring 1992, at 33-35 (providing a comparison of men and women in the prison system).
See also Report of the Special Committee on Gender to the D.C. Circuit Task Force on Gender, Race
and Ethnic Bias, 84 GEo. L. J. 1657, 1795-99 (1996) (discussing the differences in the demographics
between male and female prisoners in the federal prison system). One area in which male-modeled
rules are unfair to female prisoners is "[u]niform sentencing [which] is not fair ... if embedded in
sentencing schemes is a male-based model that presumes a potentially violent criminal who is not the
primary caretaker of young children" Dorothy Roberts, Foreword. The Meaning of Gender Equality
in CriminalLaw, 85 J. Cne,. L. & CpuaNoLooY 1, 13 (1994). Of course, there is a raging debate over
whether women are treated more sympathetically than men in sentencing schemes. See Ilene H.
Nagel & Barry L. Johnson, The Role of Gender in a Structured Sentencing System: Equal Treatment
Policy Choices, and the Sentencing Guidelines, 85 J. Cane. LAW & CRIMNoLoGY 181, 182 (1994)
(noting "One commonly tested hypothesis is that when these decision-makers are free to exercise
discretion, they systematically favor female offenders over similarly situated male offenders"). There
is evidence that women receive shorter prison terms even under gender neutral sentencing. S Myma
S. Raeder, Gender and Sentencing: Single Moms, Battered Women, and Other Sex-Based Anomalies
in the Gender-Free World of the Federal Sentencing Guidelines, 20 PaEP. L. REV. 905, 937 (1993)..
For example, "In 1992, women received fifty-six percent of all family ties departures, and in 1991,
forty-five percent of such departures, despite the fact that women were being less than seventeen
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there have been fewer female than male prisoners, states have argued that
"equality in programming and other areas has been difficult to
achieve." 10 Finally, penologists have often stated that psychological
differences between men and women mean different systems are
necessary to control and monitor female inmates than those required for
male inmates. 1'
Nonetheless, few would argue that the conditions of women
prisoners have undergone a dramatic improvement since my 1979 case.
Dozens of empirical studies and law review articles have awakened more
of the public to the systemic problems of women prisoners and have
brought hard data and reasoned judgements to the debate, and both
federal and state jurisdictions track female prison populations in myriad
statistical reports. For instance, in 1991 there were approximately
percent of the sentenced population in both years... :' Id. Although the Federal Sentencing Reform
Act, 28 U.S.C. § 994(d) (1992), strives for "gender equality," many argue women are not treated
equally, since the guidelines no longer explicitly permitjudges to consider pregnancy or parenthood as
mitigating factors. Nagel & Johnson, supra, at 197- 206. Feminist theorists ar split on whether to
argue that women's sentences should be different from men's based upon differences in the nature of
women's lives, or the same as men so as not to stigmatize women. Roberts, supra, at 2, 11-13.
However, another group of feminists have "reconceived gender equality as a question of the
distribution of power, rather than differences between the sexes." Further, commentators have noted
that, "[WIhile it is not known how many single mothers are incarcerated in federal prisons, all of the
single-parenting departure cases involve females.' Myrna S. Raeder, Gender Issues in the Federal
Sentencing Guidelines and Mandatory Minimum Sentences: 'Gender Neutral' Sentencing Wreaks
Havoc in the Lives of Women Offenders and Their Children, 8 Cmt. JUST., Fall 1993, at 24. See also
Justin Brooks & Kimberly Bakna, 'It's a Family Affair"--The Incarceration of the American Family:
Confronting Legal and Social Issues, 28 U.S.F. L. REv. 271,288 n.108 (1994); Stacey M. Studnicki,
Individualized Sentencing: Federal Sentencing Based Upon Physical Condition, 1994 Dsr. C.L. REv.
1215, 1215-16 (1994).
10. Maijode Van Ochten, Legal Issues and the Female Offender, in Ftm OFrsENDERs: MMNro
Ncss OF A NEosLcrn PoPuLATIoN 31 (American Correctional Ass'n ed.. 1993). Federal and state
correctional administrators often argue that economics of scale restrict their ability to provide women
prisoners with conditions and opportunities equal to male prisoners. However, when equal protection
or substantive due process issues are involved, courts sometimes have determined that cost is only a
variant of "administrative convenience," and thus it cannot justify disparities in treatment between
male and female inmates. See, e.g., Molar v. Gates, 159 Cal. Rptr. 239, 250 (Cal. Ct. App. 1979).
"[rio argue that a group of people is too small in number to be afforded a constitutional right is merely
another argument that the right to equal protection should hinge on 'administrative convenience.'" Id.
See also infra Part 1Il.
11. One court struck down a "demerit" system which created levels of privileges for female
prisoners, but not male inmates. See Cantemo v. Wilson, 546 F. Supp. 174,208 (W.D. Ky. 1982). The
court said that such a system which "imposes restrictions on female inmates in the exercise of privi-
leges routinely allowed to male inmates which could be accorded all prisoners without compromising
legitimate correctional needs... violates the equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment."
ld Butsee NoVALMORRms &MICHaLTONRY, BsrWmtN PRSON ANDPRoBATIONw. ImERhmA7lEPusNsH-
MENTs IN A RATIONAL SENIciO SYSTEM 93, 100 (1990) (noting that the recent emphasis on "equality
and proportionality" in sentencing will necessarily fail because of the "differences between prisoners
and differences between prisons [which] banish assumed equivalency"). See also Rosemary Herbert,
Women's Prisons: An Equal Protection Evaluation, 94 YAs LeJ. 1182, 1198 (1985). Historically,
mean and women were treated differently: Nineteenth century female prison reformers believed
"that female offenders could be rehabilitated only if they were isolated from the corrupting influence
of men, by keeping them in prisons for female offenders only, with female staff." Ammuc
Con .noa AL Ass'N, THE AmEmcAN PRisON: FaoM 'mE BErmw ... A PicromAL Hisropy 164 (1983).
The first such women's institution was the Indiana Reformatory for Women and Girls, which opened
in 1873. Id. at 170.
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87,000 women in prisons and jails in the United States.12 A high per-
centage of these women have children,13 and there "are now [an]
estimated 1.5 million children of incarcerated parents in the United
States. In California alone, the number is estimated to exceed 200,000
children."14 Additionally, it is well known that a considerably smaller
percentage of women serving jail or prison time were convicted of
violent crimes than male prisoners.15
The above data clearly demonstrates that more women with children
are being incarcerated than ever before. Several experts have concluded
that the impact of incarceration on families is usually greater when the
inmate is a mother rather than a father.16 Therefore, it comes as no
12. BARBARA BLooM &DAvDSEINHARDT, NAIONAL COuNaL ON Cphm Am DELNQUENCY, WHY
Pu •sH mis CHILDREN OF ItcARcERATc MOnmn AMEmCA 13 (1993). A 1981 survey found slightly
more than 1.400 women in federal facilities. By 1991, this number had risen to over 5,000. AsmRICA
CoRRECI"omAL AsS'N, FEMALE OFFENDERs: MEETING NEEDS OF A NEGLECTED POPULATrON 1 (1993).
In 1992, 4.8 million adults were estimated to be under some type of correctional supervision. U.S.
DEP'T oFJusmics, BuREAu opJusnC STATSTHCS: CORRECT/ONAL PoPUmAHoNs N 'iNn UNED STATES,
1992, at iii. Women comprise approximately 10% of those incarcerated in the United States. Janet
Chiancone, Children of Incarcerated Parents: What Lmvyers Need to Know, 16 ABA CHI=LAwPRAc-
• nca No. 3, May 1997, at 1. The number of prisons overall is increasing: 'The one-year increase of
89,707 inmates in state and federal prisons is the largest on record. As of June 30, (1995]. there were
1,004,608 state prison inmates, up 9.1%, and 99,466 federal inmates, up 6.1%:' Elizabeth Shogren,
Population in U.S. Prisons is Up Record 8.8 %, L.A. TirMEs, Dec. 4.1995, at Al. However, the female
prison population is increasing more quickly than the male population, an 11.4% rate compared to
8.7% for males. Shogren, supra, at A12.
13. In 1986, 76% of women prisoners were mothers and nine out of ten of them had children
younger than eighteen. BLOOM & ST ,o nw, supra note 12, at 14. Six percent of women in prison
and four percent of women in jails are pregnant when admitted. BLOOM & SrNHADr. supra note 12,
at 14. "It is generally accepted that 81 percent of incarcerated women are mothers; 70 percent are
single mothers; 8 to 10 percent are pregnant:' Donna K. Metzler, Neglected by the System: Children
of Iicarcerated Mothers, 82 ILL. B. J. 428, 429 (1994). The percentage of women inmates with
children has been relatively constant since the 1980s. See Herbert, supra note 11, at 1189. "On the
average, 73.2% of incarcerated women had one or more children and for those who had children, the
mean number was 2A8 ... ." Herbert, supra note 11, at 1189. "On any given day 80% of
incarcerated women are mothers. The percentage of those who give birth in prison has been
estimated nationally at 9%." Jean Harris Wants Prison Moms to Care for Own Babies, ROCKY MrN.
NEws, Mar. 28, 1993, at 1, available in 1993 WL 3768852.
14. BLOOM & SmnetaET, supra note 12, at 15. "In 1991, 56,000 minor-age children had mothers
serving time in State prison... Women in Prison: Programs and Alternatives: Hearing on S. 1158
Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 103d Cong. 2 (1994) (opening statement of Senator Paul
Simon).
15. AmEIUcA CoREcnoNAL As', supra note 12, at 1-2. For instance, in 1993, 88.7% of violent
offenses were committed by males, and 35.2% of arrests for males were felonies, while only 30.2% of
arrests for females were felonies. DIVoN oFLAwENFocCE TrOI CEOFMANAGE rME ,VAwA-
•oN, AND TRAwnG, CALIFORItA DEP'T OF JUSTICE, CRIME AND DEINQUENcY IN CALIFoRNwA, 1993, at 64.
138. Rather, many women in jail are serving time for drug offenses: 'In 1991, almost 64 percent of
women in federal custody were serving time for a drug-related offense.. .;" approximately 55.8% of
men were incarcerated for drug offenses. AMERICAN ComREcnONA ASS'N, supra note 12, at 1-2.
16. Ellen Barry, Legal Issues for Prisoners with Children, in CtmREN Or INCARCMA7D PARENIS
147 (Denise Johnston & Katherine Gabel eds., Lexington Books 1995). Incarcerated mothers "rarely
can rely on the father to care for their children." Roberts, supra note 9, at 12. A 1991-92 survey
found that "only 17 percent of the children stayed with their father during the term of their mother's
incarceration." BLOOM & STEINHARDT, supra note 12, at 16. "When fathers are incarcerated, the
family unit often experiences severe trauma, but families are much more likely to remain legally intact
182
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surprise that the emphasis of legislators and correctional experts during
the 1980s and 1990s has been on creating programs of family reunifica-
tion for women prisoners with children. In addition, "the number of
organizations and community agencies working with women prisoners
has grown exponentially in the past ten years."17
Of course, the concept of incarcerated mothers and infants living
together is not new. "Women's reformatories that opened in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries usually allowed women to keep
their babies, an4 because these institutions received mainly young sex
delinquents, their infant populations were often sizeable."u 8 Halfway
houses, defined "as a transitional residence for criminal offenders,
originated in England and Ireland in the early 1800s;" the first halfway
house in America opened in Boston in 1864.19 However, support for
rearing children in prisons waned as children's advocates persuaded
penologists that living in a prison environment was not in the children's
best interest.20
This trend has reversed itself, however, and the recent incarcerated
mother-child family reunification movement has become a successful
rehabilitative program in the climate of punitive and retributive justice
that has characterized the 1990s.2 1 There are several reasons for this.
because the children's mother is usually present to maintain the structure of the family and to provide
ongoing parenting:' Barry, supra, at 147.
17. Barry, supra note 4. at 190. For instance, "[Mothers who... [were] incarcerated at the Cali-
fornia Rehabilitation Center, a medium-security jail and treatment program in Norco" were visited by
Girl Scout Troop 2000, in which their daughters were members. Elizabeth Mehren, Badge of Honor:
Girl Trouble: America's Overlooked Crime Problem, L.A. Tims, May 31, 1996. at El. Community-
based drug treatment is provided in the Watts Health Foundation's Women & Children Center, which
gives women a chance to undergo "more nurturing treatment tailored to women" while they live with
children. Making A Difference: Watts Health Foundation Women & Children Center: Recovering.
with Children, L.A. TuMs, July 20, 1996, at B7. No comparable treatment facilities are available for
single fathers with children.
18. NICOLE HAS-NRAFPER, PARiIAL JUSTiCe: WOMEN INSTATE PRISONS 1800-1935, at 19 (1985).
'For years, pregnant inmates bore their children in prison. Usually, at about six months old, the infant
was sent home to relatives, or if unwanted, put up for adoption." AMERICAN CORRCrboNALASS'N,
supra note 11, at 171. One might argue that housing inmate parents and children meets Chief Justice
Rehnquist's rights analysis in Michael H. v. Gerald D., in that it protects "a protected family unit under
the historic practices of our society ... 2' Michael H. v. Gerald D., 491 U.S. 110, 124 (1989).
19. ROBERT M. CARTER Er. AL, PROBATION, PAROLE, AND CoMMM n'CoRR oNs 314,317-18 (3d
ed. 1984). The halfway house movement all but withered from 1930 to 1950 because of the difficulty
of finding jobs for inmates. ld. at318.
20. "The Massachusetts reformatory [which had permitted inmate mothers to live with their chil-
dren] eventually banned babies on the theory that imprisonment 'gives a bad record to an innocent
child."' Rafter, supra note 8, at 37.
21. For example, the California Legislature "finds and declares that the purpose of imprisonment
for crime is punishment." CAL. PENAL CODE § 1170(a)(1) (West 1985 & Supp. 1999). -Prior to the
1980s, the California Legislature stated that the purpose of incarceration was rehabilitation. See CAL.
PENAL CODE § 1170 (West 1976) (amended to incorporate this new purpose). "Incapacitation now
serves as the principal justification for imprisonment in American criminal justice: offenders are
imprisoned in the United States to restrain them physically from offending again while they are
confined." FRANKLIN E. ZiMRuG & GORDON HAWKIN. INCAPACrMATION: PENAL CON mMEN" AND MM
Rsszatmuror CRtMu 3 (1995).
1999]
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First, the psychological literature demonstrating that separation from
incarcerated parents is not in a child's best interests continues to grow in
amount and sophistication. 22 Second, studies demonstrate that children
of incarcerated parents are much more likely to enter the criminal justice
system. 23 Third, female prisoners who have contact with their children
and who complete family reunification programs which reintroduce
them into a community-based setting have lower recidivism rates than fe-
male prisoners without access to their children or such programs. 24 Final-
ly, community-based mother/infant facilities are much less expensive to
build and operate than jails and prisons.25 For all these reasons, the
22. When a child's parent is incarcerated, the child's peer group can often be cruel and under-
mine the child's self-esteem. Peter A. Breen, Families in Peril, Bridging the Barrier, 57 CoRRwcnONs
TODAY 98,98-99 (1995).
23. For example, a National Council on Crime and Delinquency Research Center West study
found the chances recidivism for the prisoner and delinquency for the child increase dramatically
when they are denied regular contact. Sarah Gauch, When Mothers Go to Prison: When You're
Behind Bars, Does Your Family Life Have to Crumble? One Model Program Discovers Some Sur-
prisingAnswers, 16 HuM. RTs., Summer 1989, at 33. Further, children whose parents are incarcerated
are five to six times more likely to end up behind bars than their peers. Andrea Neal, Saving the
Children: Kids Become Innocent Victims when Mothers are Imprisoned, INDiANAPous STAR, Mar. 27,
1994, at Al available in 1994 WIL 8108466. See also Mehren, supra note 17, at E4. This has worked
its way into statutory enactments: "(W]ithout intervention, children of incarcerated women have a
significantly increased likelihood of entering the child welfare and juvenile justice systems, becoming
school dropouts, substance abusers, and pregnant as adolescents:' CAL. PxatL CODE § 1174 historical
and statutory note to section i (West Supp. 1999). In sum, as one commentator writes, "The practical
consequence of ignoring children at sentencing is not only that the children becqme victims of their
parent's crimes, but they also are more likely to become victimizers of others." Myrna S. Raeder,
Gender and Sentencing: Single Moms, Battered Women, and Other Sex-Based Anomalies in the
Gender-Free World of the Federal Sentencing Guidelines, 20 PrP'. L. REV. 905, 953 (1993).
24. "(R]esearch demonstrates that furloughs and other procedures to reduce the isolation of
prisoners from the community significantly reduce recidivism rates:' CARTER Er. AL., supra note 9, at
347. For example, women participating in Forever Free, a community-bated drug abuse program at
the California Institution for Women, located in Frontera, California, had a recidivism rate of 18.2%,
compared to 26.3% for non-participants. O-'Frcs OS usrsNcs AsBts PRoGRANs, CAs. 0ProaA Da'TeTor
ConRacnos, FoNsvmFREE: A Susr;ANcs ABusETREAnsIN PROGRAs ATTU-E CALX-0RNIA lNsrrT
FOR WOMEN, A STATUS REPoRr. F BRUARY 1993, at 6.
25. One author found that, "[The average cost of a five-hundred-bid prison in 1991 was more
than $30 million. . . the average cost of building an average cell has escalated to anywhere from
$80,000 to $200,000... [and] [t]he average annual cost for the state to house a prisoner in one cell in
1991 was approximately $20,000." MAPxr P. Sa.i.mes, THE HISTORY AND PoLmcs oFPrvAs PRiSONS:
ACOMPARATvI-ANALYSiS 46 (1993). Not including the cost of child care, the average cost of incarcer-
ation is $16,000 per year per inmate. Gauch. supra note 23, at 34. In California in 1992-93, foster
families received $354 a month for children up to four years old and $484 dollars for older children;
adding administrative expenses, the cost per year to the state is $6500 per child. William Wesley
Patton, Child Abuse: The Irreconcilable Differences Benveen Criminal Prosecution and Informal
Dependency Court Mediation, 31 U. LOUisvImLL J. FAbi. L. 37, 39 n.4 (1992-93). See also Raeder,
supra note 23, at 959. In contrast to jails and prisons, community-based programs are a more cost-
effective alternative to incarceration. Metzler, supra note 13, at 432. For instance, in New York, the
average yearly cost of processing an offender in prison is $36,452. Metzler, supra note 13, at 432.
However, the Taconic Prison Nursery Program, which allows incarcerated mothers to live with their
children, costs an average of $28,696 per "mother infant diad,' substantially reducing cost through the
elimination of foster care expenses. Metzler, supra note 13, at 432. It costs New York approximately
$4,000 a year to house mothers and children at Bedford Hills Correctional Facility. Lisa Meyer,
Babies Behind Bars Sustain Maternal Tie, L.A. TiMEs, Aug. 14, 1997, at A16. Of course, shifting from
[VOL. 75:179
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number if mothers and children living together in prison has been
growing steadily.
B. CURRENT MOThE-INFMAT PROGRAMS
Once the decision is made to provide family preservation services
and not to focus on punishment and incapacitation, the next question is
how to design an effective program which serves the best interests of
mother, child, and society. The current movement has been to combine
the model of inmates living with their children in prison with the concept
of half-way-house style community-based infant/mother programs. 26 As
of 1993, there were approximately a dozen states with
"community-based programs to allow inmates to live with young
a prison-based to a community-based system has immediate additional costs. An economy of scale is
essential. 'The marginal savings of removing a few from prison may not be great; until a section or a
wing of a prison can be emptied there will be no substantial savings. By contrast, the start-up costs of
supervising intermediate punishments are substantial and each offender under the type of intense
supervision such punishments require is an immediately appreciable cost." MoR.is & ToNRY, supra
note 11. at 234. If the prison population moving to community-based programs is composed of very
low-risk, nonviolent parents with children, these supervisory costs will be dramatically reduced.
26. Perhaps the word "movement' is an overstatement, since most female inmates have little con-
tact with their children. For instance, no federal prison has a mother/infant living facility. Raeder,
supra note 23, at 955. In one study, "43 percent of the babies born to pregnant offenders were taken
at birth. 53 percent remained with the mother for up to one week, I percent remained with the mother
one week to one month, [and] I percent remained with the mother six months to one year." T.A. Ryan
& James B. Grassano, Pregnant Offenders: Profile and Special Problems, In FE0AEO FmmERs: MEEr-
ING NEsS OFANEGLECmD PoIULATIoN 51 (1993). In a 1987 survey of 200jails in the United States;
"only 47 percent allowed contact visits between incarcerated women and their children" BLOOM &
STEDMARDT, supra note 12, at 47. Further, since many women's prisons are constructed in rural areas
far from their families and children, visitation is extremely difficult. In one study, only 9.9% of
mothers had weekly visits from their children, 16.9% visited once a month, 11.6% visited once every
four to six months, 7.3% visited once a year, and 54.3% received no visits from their children. BLooM
&Su mmaRr, supra note 12, at 26. In 1990, the American Correctional Association drafted policy
guidelines favoring more family contact for prisoners: "Inmates with appropriate security classi-
fications should be permitted furloughs home of up to three days. Also, if permitted by statute the insti-
tution should provide suitable private accommodations for extended visits between inmates and their
families on institutional grounds." AMEmCAN ComRcRoNAL ASS'N, STANDARDS FOR ADULT CoRREc-
oNAL 1TsrtmoNs 150 (3d ed. 1990).
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children." 27 While none of those programs admits single parent fathers,
admission is also not a simple task for women.
First, the programs are very limited considering the number of
women inmates who have children under age eighteen. For instance, in
California in 1992, there were approximately 5,000 women incarcerated
on any given day, but only 100 community-based slots were available
for mother-infant care.28 Second, most programs limit admission to
inmates serving relatively short sentences, who commit nonviolent
crimes, and who have very young children.29 A proposed federal
mother-infant program provided that the child must be less than six
years old and the mother's sentence must be for no more than ten
years. 30 The California Pregnant and Parenting Women's Mlternative
27. Judith Barra Austin, Serving Time with Their Kids: Bills Would Let Inmate Moms Live with
Youngsters in Community, SAca.LwE miO Bem, June 30, 1993, at A4. It is not really surprising that few
inmate/children programs exist, as there are several obstacles to their implementation. Fist, advocates
must convince legislators that there will not be a public backlash from voters who want to "send them
to prison and throw away the key." Second, legislators must be convinced that, even in times of
scarce state revenue, it is a good idea to spend money implementing community-based programs in
order to reap great savings later, perhaps after the elected public officials are no longer in office.
Finally, advocates must often fight prison workers' unions and old-guard prison authorities whose
interest is in the status quo. "Most state correctional agencies have the discretion to select the place of
incarceration. Even where a defendant is sentenced by a judge to a state prison term, the state
department of corrections usually makes the choice of institutions where the prisoner is to be
confined." BLOOM & STImNHARDT, supra note 12, at 47. See also MoRIs &ToNay, supra note 11. at
230. In one California Prison Mother Program. "some of the advocates who promoted the program...
have complained that they are under-utilized because corrections administrators have imposed overly
restrictive rules of eligibility." BLooM & STEmARoT, supra note 12, at 48. For example,
T]he California Department of Corrections (CDC) lagged in fully implementing the
program [Mother-Infant Care Program, CAL. PENAL CODE § 3411]. In June 1985, only
one. . . program existed in California and the beds in this facility were not being filled on
a regular basis. In addition, CDC was not notifying prisoners of the existence of the
program, denying prisoners admission to the program for incorrect reasons, losing or
incorrectly processing applications, and discouraging women from applying.
Women in Prison: Programs and Alternatives: Hearing on S. 1158 Before the Senate Comm. on the
Judiciary, 103d Cong. 35 (1994) (statement of Ellen M. Barry on behalf of the legal services for
prisoners with children). Finally, citizen groups often lobby against bringing community-based
corrections into their residential neighborhoods. BLOOM & STEINHARDT, supra note 12, at 48. "Several
national surveys and local opinion polls have confirmed that community opposition is a serious
problem, and that it delays, modifies and even destroys community program for the socially disabled:'
CARTE't rT AL, supra note 19, at 314.
28. BLOOM AND STEwRmor, supra note 12, at 49. That California program has not expanded; on
December 31, 1994, it housed only 91 women. ADmrmsTRATvE SEvicEs BRANCH, DEPARTmENr OF
CORREcONS, CHARACTERISTiCS OF PoPuLATroN IN CALIFORNIA STATE PRISONS BY INsTrrnoN, DEC. 31,
1994, at 17 (1995). The Taconic Prison nursery program in New York only "serves 23 inmate
mothers and their infants... Metzler, supra note 13, at 432.
29. One program is at the Bedford Hills Correctional Facility in Westchester, New York, which
"provides nurseries for mothers doing time." Lisa Meyer, Babies Behind Bars Sustain Maternal Ties,
LA. Times, Aug. 14, 1997, at A16. The incarcerated mothers "attend parenting classes. They must
take a prenatal course. At night, they baby-sit each other's children so they can attend school and
earn high school, college, or vocational degrees." ld. at A16. However, the program at Bedford Hills
only permits mothers to live with their children for up to 18 months. Metzler, supra note 13, at 431.
30. S. 1158, 103d Cong. §§ 103(2) & 103(4). (1993) in Women in Prison Programs andAlterna-
tives: Hearing on S. 1158 Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 103d Cong. 73 app. (1994).
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Sentencing Program Act provides that women inmates must: 1) have an
established history of substance abuse; 2) never before have served a
prison term or been convicted of any of dozens of crimes of violence or
illegal acts against children; and 3) not have been sentenced to state
prison "for a term exceeding 36 months." 31 If a female inmate meets
those criteria, the court must consider a written evaluation by the proba-
tion department which shall include discussions of whether the program
would be in the best interest of the children, whether the defendant is
"amenable to treatment for substance abuse and would benefit from
participation in the program," and whether the district attorney recom-
mends the placement.3 2 However, even if the judge determines that it is
in the best interest of the children to live with their mother and even if
the mother is amenable to treatment, the court merely has the power to
recommend, not order, that sentence to the Department of Corrections:
"The department may refer inmates back to the sentencing court if the
department determines that an eligible inmate has not been recommend-
ed for the program."33
Once a mother enters one of these programs, she and her child
receive many more benefits than other inmates, most of whom receive
few if any significant or effective rehabilitative or reunification
services. 34 In contrast, mother-infant programs offer a variety of pro-
grams, not only to improve directly the parent's knowledge of child
rearing, but also to help cure drug addictions and provide educational
and job training skills. For instance, the California Prisoner Mother
Program offers "parenting classes, substance abuse counseling, and life
skills and employment training .... "35 The goal of these programs is
to strengthen the bond between mothers and their children and to
prepare mothers to reenter the outside world.3 6 As one commentator
Senate Bill 1158 never became law.
31. CAL. PENAL CODE § 1174.4(I), (2). & (3) (West Supp. 1999).
32. CAL. PENAL CoDE § 1174.4(b)-(c).
33. CAL. PENAL CODE § 1174.7(d), (ce), & (h). Generally, as one commentator has noted, sentenc-
ing law adjustments can follow one of two procedural paths: "Mhey can vest judges with discretion
to order non-institutional placement... In the alternative, sentencing laws can bypass the judicial
decision maker and delegate to the state corrections agency the authority to refer eligible prisoners to
community-based care:' BLoOM AND STan uT, supra note 12, at 58.
34. Ellen Barry, Reunfication Difficultfor Incarcerated Parents and Their Children, Youm LAW
NEWS, July-Aug, 1985. However, many states now require proof that reunification services have
been offered to all inmate parents before the state may serve the parental rights of prisoners. CAL.
W.wAsE & INST. CODE § 366.26 (West 1998 & Supp. 1999).
35. BLOOM ANcD STEnwWT. supra note 12, at 48. Another California residential treatment center,
Family Foundations, provides mothers "a program in substance abuse, parenting classes and other
education-oriented sessions." Sarah Lavender Smith, Residence for Mothers, Children Aims to Break
Cycle ofDrug Abuse, Crime, L.A.DJ., Feb. 16, 1996, at 1. 5. Children in that program "will spend the
day alternating between child care and time with their mother, supervised by a child development
specialist." Id.
36. CAL. PENAL CODE § 1174 historical and statutory notes. "It is essential that California establish
a new sentencing alternative for substance abusing female offenders with young children to both hold
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wrote, "Community-based corrections includes building or rebuilding
social ties, obtaining employment and education, and securing a place
for the offender in the routine functioning of society."3 7
Therefore, mother-infant programs not only provide mothers and
children resources for improving family bonds, but they also grant
mothers an opportunity to gain valuable educational and job skills.
They thus intend to reduce a mother's reliance on future criminal activi-
ty as a necessity for caring for her family. Another, perhaps equally
valuable, benefit is that mothers who successfully complete these pro-
grams receive an early release from prison; freedom comes sooner for
them than for prisoners who commit identical crimes but do not have an
opportunity to complete reunification and rehabilitative programs.3 8
Single female inmates and their children have thus greatly benefitted
from these community-based correctional programs. Perhaps the only
bad news is the limited number of slots available for enrollment.
HI. THE LACK OF FATHER-INFANT PENOLOGY
A. THE HISTORY OF INCARCERATION FOR SINGLE FATHERS WITH
CmLDREN
This spate of empirical data and the ever-growing number of
community-based programs for female inmates stands in stark contrast
to the absolute neglect of single fathers in prison.39 There is no current
national data on the number of incarcerated single fathers who have
children.40 However, "[h]omes where single fathers care for children
the women offenders accountable and afford both parent and child an opportunity to establish
productive lives:' Id.
37. Saunas, supra note 25, at 45.
38. CAL. PENAL CODE § 1174.4(a)(7)(c) & (e) provide, "[f the defendant successfully com-
pletes the Program, including one year of intensive parole supervision, she will be released from
parole." A recent study conducted by the Center on Crime, Communities, and Culture found that "pris-
on education programs are the cheapest, most effective means of cutting recidivism. With the national
rearrest rates of adult offenders at 60% and nearly 80% for juveniles, the study finds that inmates with
at least two years of college education had better chances of getting jobs and a recidivism rate of only
109o." Nationwide: Inmate Education CalledBest Deterrent. L.A. TMEs, Oct. 1, 1997, at AS.
39. Programs for women and children such as the Mother-Infant Carm Program [MIC], in Califor-
nia, despite initial resistance from corrections administrators, am now doing quite wen. "Today, the
MIC Program is a vibrant and exciting program, encompassing seven halfway houses throughout the
State of California, with plans for additional halfway house programs.in several other counties."
Women in Prison: Programs and Alternatives: Hearing on S. 1158 Before the Senate Comm. on the
Judiciary, 103d Cong. 36 (1994) (statement of Ellen M. Barry).
40. Rosemary Herbert, Women's Prisons: An Equal Protection Evaluation, 94 Yma L.J. 1182,
1189 n.85 (1985). "We know far less about fathers than we do about mothers. We tend to count them
less, notice them less, and understand less about the correlation between fatherhood and child care,
and between fatherhood and wage work." Nancy E. Dowd, Rethinng Fatherhood, 48 FLA. L. REv.
523, 523 (1996). Thus, the Federal Sentencing Commission does not collect data on inmates' "single
parent status:' Nagel & Johnson, supra note 9, at 200. "In 1986, 54.4 percent of male prisoners had
children under the age of eighteen:' Phillip M. Gentry, Procedural Due Process Rights of Incarcer-
ated Parents in Termination of Parental Rights Proceedings: A Fifty State Analysis, 30 J. FAM. L. 757,
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under age eighteen are the fastest-growing family group in America, and
they currently include more than 9 million people .... "41 While there
are approximately 12.4 million single mothers and only 3 million single
fathers,42 "[t]he proportion of single-parent households headed by men
increased from ten percent in 1980 to fourteen percent in 1992."43 One
study estimated that in 1991 there were over two million children living
in single-father-headed homes.44
Only fifty percent of incarcerated mothers, and twenty-five percent
of incarcerated fathers, with minor children actually lived with their
children prior to being incarcerated. 45 Further, only approximately nine
percent of children of incarcerated fathers lived alone with the fathers
prior to incarceration. 46 According to a 1989 study, "almost one-third
of the incarcerated fathers she studied had not seen their children since
they entered prison and over half had not seen their children in the 6
months preceding her survey." 47
Why have the millions of single fathers and their children failed to
win the interest of legislators, researchers, or legal activists? One obvious
reason is the sexist normative stereotypes and generalizations about
fathers. 48 One pejorative remnant of the early days of feminism, the
759 n.5 (1991-92). However, since that data does not include a breakdown on the number of single
custodial fathers, it offers little help plan for planning father-infant programs. Some data, however, is
available: "In 1992. the U.S. Department of Justice reported that there were approximately 690,000
fathers among more than 1.23 million incarcerated men in the United States ... [which] included
about 466,000 imprisoned fathers and about 225,000 jailed fathers:' Children of Incarcerated Parents
3 (Denise Johnston & Katherine Gabel eds., Lexington Books 1995).
41. Josh Getlin, The New Fatherhood: Divorced or Widowed, More Men are Taking on the Role
of Single Parent--and It's Not All Like 'My Three Sons,' L.A. TImEss, Feb. 20, 1996, at El. "Most
single-parent fathers are divorced: 8% are widowers, 25% are never married, and the rest are
divorced:' Dowd, supra note 40, at524.
42. Getlin, supra note41, atEl.
43. Deborah L. Forman, Unwed Fathers and Adoption: A Theoretical Analysis in Context, 72
TEx. L. REv. 967, 999 n.214 (1994). "[I]n 1970 there were 393,000 single male head of households
raising at least one child under 18 alone, the number tripled to 1,351,000 by 1990. The percentage of
single custodial parents who were male increased by approximately one-third during this time period
to 13.9%:." Geoffrey L. Greif, Single Fathers with Custody Following Separation and Divorce, in
SroNE P, rF AMuLs: Dr~vnsr, MYrsTHSND REALmES 214 (Shirley M. H. Hanson et al. eds.,
Hawthorn Press, Inc. 1995).
44. Greif, supra note 43, at 214.
45. VmGINA CorassloN ON Yotm, U.S. Davr oF JusneE, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF JUsTCES No.
141188, STUDy oF'mr NEws oFCwLoRENWHossPAEmcrs INCARcem'o 8(1992). An earlier
study indicated that only 55% of female offenders were caring for their children prior to incarcera-
tion. rd. at 7.
46. Denise Johnston, The Care and Placement of Prisoners' Children in Children of Incarcerated
Parents, in CnaL.NJ oFrNcAcmATm PAIrrs, at tbl. 7.2 (Denise Johnston & Katherine Gabel eds.,
Lexington Books 1995).
47. Id. at 8.
48. See generally Geoffrey L. Grief, THE DADDYTRACK AND THE StNGLEFATh 62 (Lexington
Books 1990). There are several reasons for this. Historically, fathers and stepmothers have been de-
picted in a negative light. For example, fairy tales like Hansel and Gretel Snow White, and Cinderella,
novels such as Hucmm.nmautY FINm and OuvER TwisT, and "[niumerous research articles and books on
American fathers have shown them to be peripheral, compared with mothers, in their involvement
with their children." rd. Second, "Legal literature has given relatively modest and incidental attention
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"dead-beat" dad, has spread so thoroughly through the press that it has
virtually become the media's symbol of fatherhood. 49 However, the
denigration and dilution of fatherhood obviously had its genesis well
before the feminist movement.5 0 David Blakenhorn has identified
industrialization as the principle destructor of fatherhood, since it
required fathers to be away from home to earn a living:51
Increasingly, men looked outside the home for the meaning of
their maleness. Masculinity became less domesticated, defined
less by effective paternity and more by individual ambition and
achievement. Fatherhood became a thinner social role.
Parental authority declined as the fatherhood script came to be
anchored in, and restricted to, two parental tasks: head of the
family and breadwinner.5 2
to how a wide variety of gender role stereotypes harm men, and how legal constructs perpetuate these
stereotypes. The negative effect gender role stereotypes have on men is typically subsidiary to the
main focus of feminist legal literature... :1 Nancy Levit, Feminisrmfor Men: Legal Ideology and the
Construction of Maleness, 43 UCLA L. Rav. 1037, 1038-39 (1996). Finally, "Legal notions of
-fatherhood reflect, to a remarkable degree, fathering divorced from nurturing. The model of
fatherhood embedded in law is dominantly biological and economic." Dowd, supra note 40, at 526.
49. A search on July 1. 1996 in the "Allnewsplus" Westlaw database for the term "deadbeat
dad" used during the period of January 1, 1995 until July 1. 1996 found 2,843 such uses in newspapers
and magazines. Many articles now refer to child support laws as "deadbeat dad" laws. PresidentBill
Clinton Joins the States' Bandwagon on Deadbeat Dad Legislation, THE PLAIN DEALER, Cleveland,
Ohio, June 30, 1996, available in 1996 WL 35558621; Scott Sievers, New State Law to Help Put Brakes
on Deadbeat Dads, ST. Louis PoSr-DisPATc. July 1, 1996, at 1, available in 1996 WIL 27777366.
"There are some matters we can all agree on: motherhood and apple pie-good; deadbeat dads-
bad." Margaret Carlson, The Second Wives' Club Tmi, July 1, 1996, at 10, available in 1996 WIL
10668122.
50. See Levit, supra note 48, at 1038. "It may seem a little odd to suggest that feminist theory has
overlooked men. In varying ways, liberal feminism, difference theory, dominance theory, and
postmodern feminism have analyzed, objectified, vilified, and deconstructed men as a population,
male as a gender and constellation of role expectations and typical behaviors, and men as historical
crafters of doctrine, theory, and language. Yet, in several important respects, apart from the crucial
role of culprit, men have been largely omitted from feminism." Levit, supra note 48, at 1038.
Professor Levit further notes that cultural feminists created a "competitive" dialogue of "women's
moral superiority;" radical feminists characterized "(mien as [o]ppressors," which "opens the door to
an essentialist position for the viewing of men as a uniform collective; none are better, some are
worse, and all are guilty;" and the postinodem feminist "simply omits men:' Levit, supra note 48, at
1044-51.
51. DAVID BLAENtoRN, FAimLss AhRcA: ComNNm OUR uMosr URGENT SocnAL PROBm
13 (1996). "In colonial America, fathers were seen as primary and irreplaceable caregivers. Accord-
ing to both law and custom, fathers bore the ultimate responsibility for the care and well-being of their
children, especially older children." Id. at 13.
52. Id. at 15. "In sum, over the past two hundred years, fatherhood has lost, in full or in part,
each of its four traditional roles: irreplaceable caregiver, moral educator, head of family, and family
breadwinner." lt at 16.
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It is currently vogue among literati and movie stars to boast of
raising fatherless families.53 Thus, "today's expert story of fatherhood
largely assumes that fatherhood is superfluous."5 4
Another reason single fathers have been neglected is the public's
sexist views of blameworthiness and punishment.5 5 Thus, "[s]ociety in
general is not sympathetic to fathers in jail. There is less consideration
for the impact of fathering on a developing child and more a feeling for
cutting him off from the child because he is too evil."56 A recent
example of gender-based discrimination in sentencing occurred in
Alabama, where the state's get-tough-on crime prison commissioner
reintroduced the chain gang for male prisoners. However, the governor
fired the commissioner, who had received wide praise for the chain
gangs, after he announced that female prisoners receive the same
treatment.5 o "There will be no woman on any chain gang in the state of
53. For instance, Madonna recently announced that she was pregnant, but had no intention of
marrying the biological father. Ivor Davis, Parenthood, Hollywood Style, WASmwNoTN Tams, May 23,
1996, at Fl, available in 1996 WIL 295564; Cynthia Tucker, Madonna's Role is Immaterial, New
OnLANs Tms-PicAYuNt, May 13, 1996, at B5, available in 1996 WL 6420186.
It's one thing to advise teenagers, as you do in your music, to keep their babies if they
want. But now you seem to be going further, conveying that the marriage contract itself
is not important for raising kids. This is apparently also the view of Susan Sarandon, Tim
Robbins, Kurt Russell, Goldie Hawn and other unmarried celebrity parents.
Jonathan Alter, Get Married, Madonna, NEwSWEEK, April 29, 1996, at 51, available in 1996 WL
9471312. Several other female single stars have recently adopted children, including Michelle
Pfeiffer, Rosie O'Donnell, Linda Ronstadt, Isabella Rossellini, Susan Ruttan, and Diane Weist. Davis,
supra, at Fl.
54. BLAmoEwR, supra note 51, at 67. But see Herbert, supra note 40, at 1199. "[The needs of
inmates as parents are not unique to women. Incarcerated men also have families, although society
has traditionally discounted the father's role in childrearing and his emotional reaction to separation
from his children." Herbert, supra note 40, at 1199.
55. These same sexist views have worked hardship on women in other areas such asjob advance-
ment and military combat activities. "A class of people, i.e., males, historically has been discriminated
against in the award of custody, and thus is far under-represented in single-parent-headed households
... The same class, i.e., males, has been similarly discriminated against by the criminal justice system,
which will progressively deal more leniently with females than with males as they respectively pass
through the system ... " Internet response of Hugh Nations, Vice President, National Coalition of
Free Men & Editor of TPANsrnsNs. (July 13, 1995).
56. Sandy Rovner, Prison and Life Without Father, WASHamOTO Pos, Jan. 5, 1988, at Z8, availa-
ble in 1988 WL 2080376. In 1992, female prisoners received a disproportionate percentage of down-
ward departures for family ties and responsibilities. Brooks & Bakna, supra note 9, at 271. Gender
discrimination sentencing is not limited to adult prisoners. Girl and boy juvenile delinquents suffer
similar problems. For instance, girls are more likely to be detained for lesser offenses, more likely to
be incarcerated for violating court orders, and are more likely to be placed in adult, rather than
juvenile, facilities than boys. Elizabeth Mehren, Jagged Justice: Girl Trouble, America's Overlooked
Crime Problem, L.A. Tims, July 9, 1996, at El. Juvenile justice's "central thesis ... [is that] [boys
are perceived as threatening the community with violent behavior, girls by flouting moral standards.
Society therefore is presumed to need protection from boys; girls, in turn. from themselves." Id.
57. Nation in Brief. Alabama Prison to Create Female Chain Gangs, L.A.TOAmS, April 26, 1996;
at A20; Nation in Brief. Alabama: Official Fired Over Female Chain Gang, L.A. TIM, April 27,
1996, at AI7.
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Alabama today, tomorrow or any other time under my watch," stated
Alabama's Republican governor, Forrest "Fob" James, Jr.58
Although the research on a father's association with children is in
its infancy in relation to research on mother-child bonding, the results
have Consistently demonstrated that "[a] father's absence from a child's
life for any reason can cause disruptions in psychological and social
development . . . [and] a father's imprisonment has been linked to
social, emotional, and cognitive delays in children."5 9 Although most
fathers during the past century have become less influential in "the
religious and moral education of the young," single fathers have been
forced to renew that role.60 Leaving single incarcerated fathers out of
contemporary penal efforts at family reunification harms children, gives
male inmates one less reason to rehabilitate, and increases the costs of
foster care.61 Failing to include single-father-headed households in
social policy will doom them to a combination of a termination of
58. Nation In Brief: Alabama: Official Fired Over Female Chain Gang, supra note 57, at A17.
59. Bowtm _ CARLsoN&NELCERVERA, ImAT ATHrmsWivs: INCARcERATON AND FAMLY
LuB 31 (1992). "Children's needs for their imprisoned fathers are especially pronounced when they
have a positive relationship with him prior to his incarceration." ld. at 31. One commentator notes,
'Tersonality is formed in the family. It would be as unreasonable to suppose that father's absence
makes no difference as it would be to conclude that it causes delinquency." DEBORAH A. Luawrrz,
CrinDCusrooY: A STUDY opFFl .ms Airn DIVORCE 5 (1982). Further, children separated from an
incarcerated father "have a greater likelihood of becoming criminals themselves .... " Brooks &
Bakna, supra note 9, at 272. Studies bear out this hypothesis. For example, "The sex role development
of both boys and girls has been found to be influenced by the father's behavior... [and] appears to
start when the children are as young as 12 months of age." Norma Radin, The Influence of Fathers on
Their Sons and Daughters 1986, Soc. Work in Educ. 78. 'he influence of paternal involvement in
child care on later empathic concern was quite astonishing. This single dimension accounted for a
greater percentage of the unique variance in empathic concern scores [13%] more than the three
strongest maternal predictors combined:' Richard Koestner & Carol Franz, The Family Origins of
Empathic Concern: A 26-Year Longitudinal Study, 58 3. PEsoNALrr & SoC. PSYCHOL 709,713 (1990).
Scholars are beginning to recognize the importance of these studies: "After years of being on the
'backburner' of every researcher's grant application, mental health practitioner's calendar, and
social policy expert's agenda, fathering has moved into the forefront." Grief, supra note 48, at 214.
60. BLA EmoaR, supra note 51, at 13. Obviously, the effect on a child of the incarceration of a
single parent is much greater than when only one parent in a traditional nuclear family is incarcerated.
"In a two-parent household, while the presence of both spouses is advantageous, if the spouse who has
primary parenting responsibilities is incarcerated, the other spouse is available to keep disruption of
the child's life to a minimum." Raeder, supra note 23, at 962-63.
• 61. Most incarcerated fathers want more contact with their children and desire reunification and
rehabilitation services which will permit them to regain contact or custody of their children once they
are released. C.F. Hariston, Men in Prison: Family Characteristics and Family Views, 14 . OsmrME
CouNsa. o, SERvicas & REHAIrrATioN 23,23-30 (1989); CH11MPi oF INCARCE AT PARENS, supra
note 40, at 32-37. Although some reunification services for incarcerated fathers are statutorily
required, they cannot provide the comprehensive services which mothers receive in motherlinfant
programs. "With respect to an incarcerated parent, there is a statutory requirement that reunification
services be provided 'unless the court determines, by clear and convincing evidence, those services
would be detrimental to the minor."' In re Sabrina N., 70 Cal. Rptr. 2d 603, 612 (Cal. Ct. App. 1998)
(quoting CAL. Wm.rARE & INsT. CODE § 361.5(e)(1) (West 1998)).
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parental rights, long-term foster care, and an increased likelihood of
juvenile delinquency. 62
B. LEGAL PARADIGMS HAVE FAILED TO PROVIDE INCARCERATED
SINGLE FATHERS WITH CHILDREN EQUAL FAMILY REUNIFICATION
OPPORTUNITIES
One may ask why equal protection analysis should fail male prison-
ers, since that theory has historically championed women's efforts to
gain many of the conditions and training programs male prisoners have
routinely been given. 63 The major problem is that the political and
economic conditions which led to advances for women no longer exist.
Taxpayers, legislators and courts are now much less willing to extend
expensive programs to disenfranchised groups under equal protection
challenges. 64
For instance, consider the changing attitudes toward giving inmates
reasonable access to lawyers and/or law librariea. In 1977, inmates in the
North Carolina prison system brought an equal protection challenge to
their inadequate access to a law library. 65 Inmates opposed the state's
plan to create regional prison libraries where inmates could make
appointments and travel for research.66 The district court held the state's
plan adequate, and it further determined the state was not obligated to
provide prisoners with legal counsel.67 The Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit affirmed the plan, except to the extent that it "denied
62. "New research shows that children [even from well-off and well-educated families] grow
up troubled if their fathers are absent" Nancy Weaver. Does Society Underrate Fathers' Value to
Families?, SACRAMENTo BeM, Sept. 2,1995, at Al, available in 1995 WL 4136362. In addition, inmates
separated from their families have a higher rate of recidivism. Brooks & Bakna, supra note 9, at 272.
63. Herbert, supra note 11, at 1191-92 (discussing the burdens imposed by segregating prisoners
by gender). See generally RAPIER, supra note 18.
64. The nation is currently bitterly divided on the issue of how to slice a diminishing economic pie
among competing groups. There are daily battles in courts, legislatures and ballot initiatives pitting tax-
payers against the poor and illegal immigrants. For instance, in California, "the same group that spear-
headed 1994's victorious drive to adopt Proposition 187, [which denies welfare and education benefits
to illegal immigrants,] would make it a crime to rent or sell property to illegal immigrants, a tactic pro-
ponents say would force them out of the United States, or at least push the undocumented into other
states." Eric Bailey. Initiative Targets Renting, Selling to Illegal Immigrants. LA. Tmas, July 22, 1996,
at A3. "The denial of benefits for immigrants accounts for more than 40% of the cost savings in the
pending bill [im Congress), according to the Congressional Budget Office." Faye Flor & Jeffrey L
Raabin, U.S. Welfare Revision Could be Costly to LA.: Assistance Denying: Aid to Legal Immigrants
Might Add $300 Million to County Burden. Clinton May Veto Measure, L.A. Tws, July 22, 1996, at
Al. The shifting of federal welfare aid to states and counties will make it more difficult to convince
legislators to extend community based penology to single fathers. For instance, in California, "Under
legislation already signed by [Governor] Wilson. welfare benefits in the state (currently the fourth-
highest in the nation) automatically would be cut 4.6% if the proposed federal legislation passes." I4
65. Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817, 818 (1977) (reviewing history of case).
66. Id. at 819-20.
67. Id. at 820.
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women prisoners the same access rights as men to research facilities.
Since there was no justification for this discrimination, the Court of
Appeals ordered it eliminated." 68
On appeal, the Supreme Court disagreed and invalidated the plan.
It wrote that the real issue is whether a state generally provides inmates
meaningful access to the courts, not which specific procedures it
adopts. 69 However, "Mhis is not to say that economic factors may not
be considered, for example, in choosing the methods used to provide
meaningful access." 70 In conclusion, however, the Court wrote, 'The
fundamental constitutional right of access to the courts requires prison
authorities to assist inmates in the preparation and filing of meaningful
legal papers by providing prisoners with adequate law libraries or
adequate assistance from persons trained in the law."71
In contrast is Lewis v. Casey7 2 , in which the Supreme Court recently
questioned a trial judge's discretion to order systemic prison reform
regarding prisoner's access to court.73 Based upon evidence presented
by twenty-two Arizona inmates in a class-action suit, the district court
appointed a special master to investigate the allegations of inadequate
access to courts.74 Based upon the master's report, the court issued a
twenty-five page permanent injunction which "mandated sweeping
changes" intended to provide meaningful access to the courts.7 5 In
addition to establishing an "injury" requirement to its earlier Bounds
opinion, the majority chastised the district court for appointing a special
master to recommend systemic reform rather than giving the Arizona
Department of Corrections the latitude to determine the appropriate
remedial measures. 7 6 Although Lewis did not explicitly overrule
Bounds, it severely limited its impact and asserted a new judicial attitude
toward prison inmate suits.7 7 The Court sanctioned a reduction of legal
68. Id.at 821.
69. 1& at 824.
70. I& at 825.
71. Id. at 828.
72. 518 U.S. 343 (1996).
73. Lewis v. Casey 518 U.S. 343,347 (1996).
74. IL
75. Id.
76. Id. at 348-56. The Court noted that the district court failed to give the prison administration
an adequate opportunity to present evidence and to participate in formulating a plan to cure the
constitutional defect. 14
77. One of the only recent opinions to expand prisoners' right to counsel based upon equal
protection is Glover v. Johnson, 850 F. Supp. 592, 600 (E.D. Mich. 1994). Female prisoners, whose
parental tights were threatened with termination in superior court based upon allegations of child
abuse or neglect, brought a suit arguing that providing them paralegal assistance and a law library
were insufficient and denied them reasonable access to the courts. Id. at 594-95. The court held that
even though male prisoners do not have a right to court-appointed counsel under similar
circumstances, women prisoners were entitled to counsel because "[w]here female prisoners lack
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resources: "[Tihe tools it [Bounds] requires to be provided are those
that the inmates need in order to attack their sentences, directly or
collaterally, and in order to challenge the conditions of their confine-
ment. Impairment of any other litigating capacity is simply one of the
incidental (and perfectly constitutional) consequences of conviction and
incarceration." 78
Male prisoners' reliance on equal protection arguments must not
only contend with the current philosophical resistance to courts' involve-
ment with prison management, but also with depleted federal and state
economic resources. Under current circumstances, the most likely result
of an equal protection challenge by male prisoners would be the elimi-
nation of all parent-infant community release programs.7 9 There are, of
course, always two means of remedying equal protection challenges: The
rights in question can be extended to all those similarly situated, or the
rights can be eviscerated for all. A state can remedy discrimination
either by "discontinuing the privileges presently extended only to male
inmates or by taking appropriate steps to extend like privileges to female
inmates."8 0 When one adds the political and economic climate to the
current gender bias against fathers, there is only a remote possibility that
courts will find that fathers are similarly situated with female prisoners
and are thus unconstitutionally denied an equal opportunity to live with
their children through programs that include men.81
their male counterparts history of 'self-help' in the law, however, equal protection considerations may
require that library facilities be supplemented by assistance from a lawyer:' ld. at 596 (quoting Knop
and Halix, 977 F.2d 996 (6th Cir. 1992)). Furthermore, the following cases reject male prisoners'
access to court arguments in parental termination cases: In re J.S.P.L., 532 N.W.2d 653, 662-63 (N.D.
1995); In re J.W.M., 532 N.W.2d 372, 376-78 (N.D. 1995).
78. Lewis, 518 U.S. at 355. Lewis reaffirmed both that prison regulations are valid if they bear a
reasonable relationship to legitimate penal interests and that local experimentation is preferable to
nationally-identical prison programs. Id at 351-56. Justice Thomas, concurring, reflected the
philosophy that courts should narrowly tailor remedies in prisoner litigation:
The District Court's order cannot stand under any circumstances. It is a stark example
of what a district court should not do when it finds that a state institution has violated the
Constitution. System wide relief is never appropriate in the absence of a system wide
violation, and even then should be no broader and last no longer than necessary to
remedy the discrete constitutional violation.
Id at 392-93.
79. I spoke with several of the nation's most eminent prisoner advocates about discussing this
equal protection issue in the article. Almost all tried to convince me to omit such a discussion, based
on a fear that all mother-infant programs would be eviscerated, rather than extended to fathers. I
have rejected that advice on the hope that this article will convince legislators and penologists that ex-
panding the rights to the few eligible male, single, head of household prisoners will not be prohibitively
expensive.
80. Molar v. Gates, 159 Cal. Rptr. 239,254 (Cal. Ct. App. 1979). There are two legitimate cures
for underinclusiveness: "[A] court may either declare [the statute] a nullity and order that its benefits
not extend to the class that the legislature intended to benefit, or it may extend the coverage of the
statute to include those who are aggrieved by the exclusion." Califano v. Westcott, 433 U.S. 76, 89
(1979) (quoting Justice Harlan in Welsh v. U.S., 398 U.S. 333,361 (1970)).
81. Arguably, California's Mother-Infant Care Program is now unconstitutional under Proposition
209, adopted on November 5, 1996 as an amendment to CAL. CoNsr. art. 1, § 31(a), which provides in
relevant part that "the state shall not discriminate against, or grant preferential treatment to, any
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IV. CHILDREN'S DUE PROCESS RIGHT TO ASSOCIATE WITH AN
INCARCERATED PARENT
Rather than pitting female and male prison parents against each
other in what appears to be a zero-sum game, perhaps a better approach
is to focus on children's rights and needs, not those of parents.82 Such
an equal protection challenge would focus on the disparity among
children based upon status.8 3 Currently, children of mother-only
individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in the operation of pub-
lic employment, public education, or public contracting:' Coalition For Economic Equity v. Wilson,
II0F.3d 1431, 1433 (9th Cir. 1997); Lungren v. Superior Court, 55 Cal. Rptr.2d 690,691 (Cal. Ct. App.
1996). California Governor Pete Wilson has announced a series of California statutes which violate
Proposition 209 and which he has targeted for court action. However, the mother-infant program is
not one of the statutes in his target list. David Foy, Prop. 209 Off to Slow Start at Local Level, L.A.DJ.,
Aug. 29, 1997, at 1. One could argue the mother-infant program violates Proposition 209 by granting
preferential treatment to women prisoners for public education, since mothers in the program receive
specialized education in child rearing and are given special access to job training and classroom
instruction leading to high school and college degrees. Although Proposition 209 does not define "pub-
lic education," the California Ballot Pamphlet explained to voters that if the initiative passed it would
ban "tutoring, mentoring, outreach, recruitment and counseling to help ensure equal opportunity for
women and minorities" and would ban "programs designed to encourage girls to study and pursue
careers in math and science." Wilson, 110 F.3d at 1434-35. Therefore, if courts read the term "public
education" as broadly as did the Ballot Pamphlet, it is likely they will hold that the mother-infant pro-
gram violates Proposition 209 by providing preferential treatment to women inmates at the expense of
male inmates. Proposition 209 does not require a traditional equal protection analysis, and a statute
cannot be saved even if the state can demonstrate that it is justified by an "exceedingly persuasive justi-
fication," serves "important governmental objectives" and the means are "substantially related to the
achievement of those objectives." United States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515,531-34 (1996). See also
Monterey Mechanical Co. v. Wilson, 97 Daily Journal D.A.R. 11464, 11468 (1997) (holding section
10115.1(e) of CALU:oPA.' s Punuc CoNmhA't CoD, which provides mandatory percentages of women
and minority contractors for public construction contracts, violated the equal protection clause).
82. Feminist theory has often eschewed the distribution of rights to men operating in a perceived
area of female cultural role. Levit, supra note 48, at 1083. "If providing benefits for men who are
operating in traditionally female spheres or roles uses up some resources, this use leaves fewer
resources available for women:' The United States Supreme Court in Millerv. Albright recently had
an opportunity to determine whether the biological difference between single men and single women
is a sufficient basis for differing rules governing their ability to create citizenship in their children born
in a foreign country. Miller v. Albright, 118 S.Ct. 1428 (1998). The majority rejected an equal
protection argument that section 1409(a)(4) of the Immigration and Nationality Act violated the Fifth
Amendment Equal Protection Clause because, under the facts of the case, had the plaintiff's mother,
not her father, been a United States citizen, she would have had citizenship conferred by birth. Id. at
1436-42. However, since her father was the citizen, differing standards resulted in a denial of
citizenship to her. The Miller court was terribly fractured. Justices Stevens and Rehnquist determined
that no constitutional violation occurred. Id. at 1442. Justices O'Connor and Kennedy decided the
plaintiff lacked standing to bring her father's equal protection claim. Id at 1444-45. Justices Scalia
and Thomas stated that the court lacked power to decide the issue because only Congress has authority
over conferring nationality. Id. at 1446. Finally, Justices Ginsburg, Souter, and Breyer dissented,
finding the statute to be an unconstitutional gender classification. Id at 1449-50. However, in a future
case in which the plaintiff has standing, it appears that a majority of the court might determine that 8
U.S.C. § 1409 unconstitutionally classifies citizenship based upon gender, since Justices O'Connor and
Kennedy would likely add their votes to those of Ginsburg, Souter, and Breyer.
83. Levit, supra note 48, at 1091. It is important that feminists and men's rights groups begin
"(recognizing (i]ntertwined [o]ppressions"; they must see that children of single parents are being
harmed based upon stereotypes of "race, gender, class, age, nationality, sexual orientation, disability,
geography, and even institutional prestige. But it is vitally important not to let facets of oppression
become excuses for intransigence or isolationism." Levit, supra note 48, at 1091.
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prisoner families are entitled to live and associate with their parents and
receive reunification services such a parent-child training, education, and
health care. They also receive the added benefit of a parent who, be-
cause of more successful drug rehabilitation programs and job training,
will be less likely to be recidivists and fail to provide the children emo-
tional and economic support necessary for maturation and success.
Contrarily, children of single fathers in prisoners remain separated from
their parents, do not receive even marginally equivalent reunification
services, and are more likely to lose their fathers through parental
termination or recidivism.
The consequences of this difference are similar to the disadvantages
illegitimate children faced under state statutes prior to Supreme Court
intervention.8 4 However, unlike some of the illegitimacy statutes which
were upheld by the Supreme Court based upon the state's difficulty of
determining paternity, no such state interest or difficulty exists in the
instant prison/child context. 85 Professor Tribe has noted that the Court
treats illegitimacy cases differently than most other statutory cases:
"When dealing with illegitimacy-based classifications, the Supreme
Court has properly, if not always consistently or coherently, exercised a
significantly closer scrutiny than the 'minimum rationality' standard
would warrant." 86 Thus the illegitimacy cases in which the state "has
created an insurmountable barrier to [the] illegitimate child" have
usually resulted in the Court holding the statute unconstitutional unless
the state articulated an extremely important governmental interest.87
84. See, e.g., Clark v. Jeter, 486 U.S. 456. 457, 465 (1988) (concluding that a Pennsylvania
statute which requires that an illegitimate child must prove paternity, within six years of his or her
birth, does not withstand heightened scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause); Pickett v. Brown, 462
U.S. 1, 3, 18 (1983) (finding that a Tennessee statute "that imposes a 2-year limitations period on
paternity and child support actions brought on behalf of certain illegitimate children" does not provide
these children with an adequate opportunity to obtain support and, as such, violates the Fourteenth
Amendment); Mills v. Habluetzel. 456 U.S. 91, 92 (1982) (finding that "once a state posits a judicially
enforceable right of children to support from their natural fathers, the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment prohibits the state from denying that same right to illegitimate children.");
Califano v. Boles, 443 U.S. 282, 293-94 (1979) (finding that an equal protection violation may only
exist "when it is shown that the legislature has a substantial disparate impact' on a particular class,
e.g., illegitimate children); Lalli v. Lalli, 439 U.S. 259,261 (1978) (examining the constitutionality of [a
New York statute which required illegitimate children who would inherit from their fathers by
intestate succession to provide a particular form of proof of paternity, without subjecting legitimate
children to the same requirement); Trimble v. Gordon, 430 U.S. 762,766,776 (1977) (finding statutory
discrimination against illegitimate children is unconstitutional).
85. See Lalli. 439 U.S. at 273. In Lalli, the Court emphasizes that the statute in question only
barred inheritance where there had been a failure to secure evidence of paternity during the father's
lifetime. Id.
86. LAWRENCE H. TR.pe, AmIucN CONSnrroNAL LAW 1553 (2d ed. 1988).
87. See Labine v. Vincent, 401 U.S. 532,539 (1971). See also Trimble, 430 U.S. at 773-74.
Traditional equal protection analysis asks whether this statutory differentiation on the
basis of illegitimacy is justified by the promotion of recognized state objectives. If the
law cannot be sustained on this analysis, it is not clear how it can be saved by the
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In the context of prison mother-child reunification versus prison
father-child reunification, a state would be hard pressed to articulate
a rationale sufficient to deny a class of children the benefits of
community-based programs based solely upon the sex of the parent. Is
the state saying that children lucky enough to have a mother should be
given added advantages? Is it saying that children with single mothers in
prison are so much more disadvantaged than children with single fathers
in prison that they need much more help? Are the sins of the prison
fathers being visited blindly upon their children?
Perhaps the strongest, yet still inadequate, argument in support of
the state's classification is monetary. Arguably, since there are more
single female prisoners, it is more important to build women's facilities
since, because of economics of scale, they will be more fiscally sound
and thus will provide more children a chance at quality family reunifica-
tion services. Administrative convenience alone, however, even if based
upon economics, is insufficient to deny equal protection to similarly-
situated gender groups.88 Further, one can reverse the argument: Since
there are few single male parent inmates, the cost of providing family
reunification services to them is minimal in relation to the cost of
providing equivalent services to women prisoners.89
absence of an insurmountable barrier to inheritance under other and hypothetical
circumstances.
Id.
88. "To argue that a group of people is too small in number to be afforded a constitutional right
is merely another argument that the right to equal protection should hinge on 'administrative
convenience.'" Molar v. Gates, 159 Cal. Rptr. 239,250 (Cal. CL App. 1979).
89. While there are substantially more men than women prisoners in federal and state prisons.
very few men will actually qualify for the community release programs. Fst, state statutes require
that the inmate not have committed any of a number of violent crimes or crimes against children. See,
e.g., CAL. PENAL. CODE § 1174.4 (West Supp. 1999). This will disqualify many potential prisoners; for
instance, according to one study, "fa]ll but 3% of offenders who committed violent crimes against
children were male." BuREAu oFlusncsSTATSnCS &OFicF OF JuvEJusTiC ANi DELINQUENCY
PR-vmroN, U.S. DEP'T OFJUSCCE, CmL VIcrUZEts: VboLm-r OFFENDERS AND THmnt VIcrms, at iv
(1996). The study also found that "(n]early two-thirds of rapists and sexual assaulters in State prison
committed their crime against a child," and that "[c]hid victimizers were substantially more likely
than adult victimizers to have never been married. Nearly two-thirds of those who reported having
committed their crime against a child had never been married... :' Id. at 5. Further, most violent
crimes are committed by males. For instance, in California in 1993, males committed 88.7% of violent
offenses. DrvsIoN oFLAW ENFORcEbwNr OFFICEOr MANAGEMENT, EVALUATION, AND TRAINiG, supra
note 15, at 138. In comparison, in the California mother-infant program in 1994, 48 of the 91
participants were convicted of drug offenses, and 24 were convicted of property related crimes.
ADMwmRATv SErtvicEs B RANCH. DEPARTmENT oF CoRREciONS, CHARAcriusmcs OF POPULATON IN
CALIFORNIA STATE PRISONS BYIN=rruI1oN, DEC. 31, 1994. at 17 (1995). Second, fewer prison fathers
will be eligible because their sentences exceed the duration of community based programs, which
usually require that the sentence not exceed three to six years. See CAL. PmAL CODE § 1174 (Supp
1999). The median sentence of an adult offender convicted of violence against a child is 15 years.
BUREAu OP JUSnTCE STATISTCS & OFFICE OF JUvNILE JUSTIcE AND DEINQUENCY PREVENTON, supra. at 8.
Finally, since most community-based programs require the prisoner be the custodial parent, only those
men who were the primary parent before incarceration will be eligible. The bottom line is that there
will be a drastically smaller pool of prison fathers than prison mothers seeking admission into the
parent-child community treatment programs.
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The constitutional bases for finding a fundamental right to rear
one's children are uncertain and still ill-defined by the Court; however, it
is clear that the "primary role of... parents in the upbringing of their
children is now established beyond debate as an enduring American
tradition." 90 More poorly defined, however, is the nature of children's
rights to associate with their parents. 91 The United States Supreme Court
has rarely addressed the constitutional scope of children's right to
associate. However, in Michael H. v. Gerald D.,92 the Court determined
that a child did not have a due process right to maintain a filial relation-
ship with both the putative natural father and the presumed marital father
because such a triadic relationship "has no support in the history or
traditions of this country." 93 The Michael H. hesitancy, however, may
not apply to a relationship which does have a historical basis, such as a
custodial mother and father, or, if the biological parents are deceased, a
relative such as an aunt or uncle.94
90. Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205,232 (1972). This right is limited, however. For example,
biological parentage, by itself, is not sufficient to establish a fundamental right to parent/child associ-
ation. See Caban v. Mohammed, 441 U.S. 380. 391 (1979) (finding a biological parent may lose cus-
tody if the best interests of the child are served by granting custody to a non-biological parent). See
also Stanley v. linois, 405 U.S. 645,652 (1972) (recognizing that a biological parent may be deprived
of custody if he or she is "neglectful" or unfit). Legal custody is also, by itself, insufficient to trigger a
fundamental right to rear a child. Smith v. Organization of Foster Parents, 432 U.S. 816, 823 (1977).
See also Note, Third Party Custody and Visitation: How Many Ways Should We Slice the Pie?, 1 DEr.
C.L. REv. 163, 172 (1963). Finally, a significant relationship coupled with economic and psychological
support is not necessarily sufficient to trigger a fundamental right to parent. See Hodgson v. Minne-
sota, 497 U.S. 417,445 (1990). See also Marianne Takas, Kinship Care: Developing a Safe and Effec-
tive Framework for Protective Placement of Children with Relatives, 13 CHILDREN'S LEGAL RTS. L 12
(1992).
91. Defining which adults will be treated as "parents" in relationship to children's claims is also
very difficult. Although the Court first found that biological parents had a fundamental interest to
associate, most states follow the California policy of declaring adoptive parents' rights identical to
custodial biological parents' rights. "After adoption, the adopted child and the adoptive parents shall
sustain towards each other the legal relationship of parent and child and have all the rights and are
subject to all the duties of that relationship:' CA.. FA. Coos § 8616 (West 1998). See also CAL. FAM.
ConE §§ 7601, 7610 (West 1998). One author has noted that, "The effect of adoption is to grant full
legal status to the adoptive parent-child relationship. Since the adoptive parent stands in the shoes of a
legal parent, a court could award custody to the adoptive mother over the biological father." Linda D.
EBrod & Robert G. Spector, A Review of the Year in Family Law: Children's Issues Take Spotlight. 29
FAM. L. Q. 741, 747 (1996). However, several other adults that a child might want to classify as a
parent, such as stepparents who have not adopted the child, non-married parent's live-in partners, and
relatives, may not have this fundamental right. Defining a child's right to live with a particular adult is
further complicated because of divorce and remarriage: "In 1990, 5.3 million married-couple
households contained at least one stepchild under age 18, compared to 3.9 million in 1980. This 5.3
million represents 20.8% of all married-couple households with children, compared to 16% in 1980."
Lisa Taylor, Yours, Mine, Ours: When a Stepfamily Blends Under One Roof. Everyone Learns a
Lesson in Sharing Space and Compromise, LA. Tnm, July 14, 1996, at Kl, KS.
92. 491 U.S. 110(1989).
93. Michael H. v. Gerald D., 491 U.S. 110, 131 (1989).
94. Michael H. "leaves open the question whether Michael's claim of paternity would be entitled
to constitutional recognition if, after Victoria's birth, Carole and Gerald had been divorced, or
separated, or were no longer caring for Victoria as a going family." Homer Clark, Children and the
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. According to one author, "The children of incarcerated parents
form perhaps the largest single-issue group of at-risk children in the
United States today." 95 Vhile children possess significant procedural
rights when the state attempts to separate or permanently sever parental
rights based upon child abuse or neglect, the child has no procedural
due process protections against separation from his or her parents by
reason of imprisonment until and unless the state files a child dependen-
cy petition.9 6 As the opportunities for alternative sentencing increase,
criminal courts must assure that children receive a more central focus in
sentencing decisions. Since children are indirect "victims" of their par-
ents' crimes, they should also have a right to address the court regarding
whether they will be separated from their parent or placed together in a
community treatment program. It is important that children have stand-
ing to present evidence, rather than merely having an opportunity to
testify as a defense witness. There will be cases in which the parent wants
the child to enter a community treatment center, but the child and/or the
child's attorney does not think the placement would be in the child's
best interest. The child needs the right to present expert witnesses to re-
but the parent's argument.
Additionally, the child should have a right to present evidence to
rebut a state's argument that such placement would not be in the child's
best interests or that it would cause the Department of Corrections
difficulties. Essentially, children should have a right to counsel at a
parent's sentencing hearing, since the incarceration of a parent is a
forced separation of parent and child involving state action.97 In order
Constitution, 1992 U. ILL. L. RFv. 1, 16.
95. Breen, supra note 22, at 99.
96. Most states in child dependency cases provide childrencounsel or guardians ad litem to repre-
sent their interests or the advocate's perceived best interests of the child. See Symposium, Standards
ofAppellate Review for Denial of Counsel and Ineffective Assistance of Counsel in Child Protection and
Parental Severance Cases, 27 LoY. U. Cm. L. J. 195 (1996). California has specifically made children
"parties" in child dependency cases and requires the appointment of counsel for them. CAL. WEYARi
& INsr. CODE §§ 317 and 317.5 (b) (West Supp. 1999). However, most states do not give children of
convicted parents an opportunity to present evidence on the impact of the sentence on the child, even
though many states now provide victims of crimes an opportunity to testify. Of course, a criminal
defendant might be able to call the child to testify at a sentencing hearing, but the child does not hold
the right to testify or to present evidence on the custody issue.
97. Most courts have held that children in custodial disputes not initiated by the state do not have
a right to counseL "Children too infrequently find themselves before courts without benefit of counsel,
despite their constitutional and statutory rights to counsel in many kinds of cases:' America's Children
at Risk. A National Agenda for Legal Action, Executive Summary of the American Bar Association
Presidential Working Group on the Unmet Legal Needs of Children and Their Families, 27 FAM. L.Q.
433, 442 (1993). The common reasons for judges not appointing counsel for children are additional
costs, lack of demonstrated competence, and a belief that the parents' attorneys will adequately pro-
tect the child's interests. Linda D. Elrod, Counselfor the Child in Custody Disputes: The Time is Now,
26 FAm. L.Q. 53, 56 (1992). See also. Howard Davidson, The Child's Attorney: Understanding the
Role of Zealous Advocate, 17 FAM. ADVOc. 73,74 (1995); ANN M. HARALMaM, T1 CHR.D's ATroR-
anY: A GUDE To REpmsENmo CHIDREN IN CUSTODY, ADOPtiON, ANPaoRacoN (1993). However, a
criminal sentence is a state.initiated forced separation of child and parent. Therefore, the rationale
supporting counsel for children in child abuse cases applies equally to criminal sentencing decisions.
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to reduce cost and increase the child's confidence and relationship with
counsel, the same attorney could be appointed to represent the child in
the criminal sentencing hearing and any child dependency hearings.98 It
is critical that the child's rights to associate with the parent be seen as
independent of the parent's right to associate with the child so that both
may have an opportunity to address the court regarding their autonomy
as human beings and interdependence as family members.
V. DESIGNING GENDER-INTEGRATED CORRECTIONS
COMMUNITY BASED PARENTICHILD PROGRAMS
There are innumerable models and designs for areas in which to
house reunification services for inmate parents. An example of a relative-
ly inexpensive facility is that at the Taconic State Correctional Facility in
Bedford Hills, New York, where children can visit their incarcerated
fathers. That prison has 400 male inmates, all of who are within three
years of release.99 Although the fathers do not live with their children,
they attend a ten-week parenting workshop and can visit their children in
a children's center which has "space designed to enhance interaction
between father and child and to contain games, toys and educational
materials." 100 However, no matter how simple or inexpensive,
corrections officials have not moved toward creating reunification
facilities shared between single female and male prisoners with children.
98. California has mandated continuity of representation in child dependency cases:
Mhe counsel appointed by the court shall represent the parent, guardian, or minor at the
detention hearing and at all subsequent proceedings before the juvenile court. Counsel
shall continue to represent the parent or minor unless relieved by the court upon the
substitution of other counsel or for cause. The representation shall include representing
the parent or the minor in termination proceedings and in those proceedings relating to
the institution or setting aside of a legal guardianship.
CAL. WELFARE & INsT. CODE § 317 (d). Since the issues of custodial placement with the inmate parent
will be similar to custodial issues already argued by a child's dependency court counsel, having the
same attorney represent the child will not require a significant learning curve. State statutes which
already provide counsel for children in dependency court can be modified to include a right to counsel
at a parent's criminal sentencing hearing.
99. Nadine Brozan, Prisoners Learn How to be Good Fathers., N w YORK Tam STYLE, Sept. 19,
1986. at B13.
100. Id. In California, a similar program for women, but not male inmates, is the California
Volunteer Foster Care Program at the women's prisons in San Joaquin Valley, California. That
program recruits foster families to care for female prisoners' children and to help the prisoners and
children continue their bonding during the incarceration.
The fostering arrangement is structured to share mothering between the birth mother and
the foster mother during the period of incarceration, with the foster mother bringing the
baby in weekly to have meaningful contact with the birth mother. This provides a highly
individualized service and fills a nurturing need for birth mothers to be able to bond with
their babies.
VoLuT-ER Fosmra CARE PROGRAM, RFP NUmBER C96.000, STATE OF CAuFORNIA DEr"T OF CoRRFc.ioNs
2(1996).
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This should not be surprising, since penologists and corrections
administrators have historically segregated male and female prisoners in
the United States.
Some rather obvious generalizations regarding safety, sexual ac-
tivity and disease, and gender-specific necessities usually support such
gender splitting in high security facilities. However, many of those
stereotypical concerns are less manifest in very low security community
release programs for inmates with children, since eligibility for these
programs is limited to a small group of inmates who have not committed
offenses involving sex or violence and which carry light sentences.101
The following discussion will illustrate how a sophisticated inmate
mother/infant program can be expanded to include incarcerated father/
infant diads into that community release program without creating unwar-
ranted security or financial burdens. Although penologists might prefer
completely separate facilities for incarcerated fathers with children, it is
unlikely for several reasons that such facilities will ever be built. First,
inmate fathers do not carry the same community sympathies as female
inmates. Although there is often strong local opposition to building
mother/infant programs in a community, homeowner opposition to such
facilities for male inmates is likely to be much more intense. It will be
very difficult for politicians to fight such organized opposition. Second,
since funding is already extremely limited for female/infant programs, it
is unlikely that states can afford to build separate facilities for fathers
and their children. Sharing resources among female and male prisoners
is a much more realistic option, since it will reduce cost and still provide
politicians a public relations "hook" by presenting separated mothers
and children in community relations promotional materials.
However, it is lot easier merely to claim that sharing community
programs between incarcerated mothers and fathers with children will
work than to demonstrate such a plan. I have chosen one of the most
innovative programs, the California Pregnant and Parenting Women's
Alternative Sentencing Program Act [hereinafter "Act"], to illustrate
how existing blueprints can be modified to treat both mothers' and
fathers' children in the same facility.10 2 The Act provides for
101. CAL. PENALCoDE § 1174 (Supp. 1999). "Males and females differ in their security level
assignments in federal facilities. Males are more than four times as likely to be classified as high
security.' Report of the Special Committee on Gender to the D.C. Circuit Task Force on Gender Race.
and Ethnic Bias, supra note 9. at 1795.
102. The California legislature passed this sentencing reform act. Chapter 63, Statutes of 1994
(Senate Bill 519) and as amended in Chapter 372, Statutes of 1995 (Senate Bill 615). After the federal
government rejected California's request of $1,000,000 per year for three years from the Federal
Center for Substance Abuse Treatment, the California legislature earmarked $15,000,000 "from the
1990 Prison Construction Fund to the Department for the purpose of purchasing. designing, construct-
ing or renovating community-based facilities... :' REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR AND IEGISLATRm
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construction of several seventy-bed facilities in large metropolitan
communities which will house twenty-eight inmates with up to forty-two
children.10 3 The architectural plan calls for a total of 24,500 square feet
for the main building and 19,800 square feet for parking, yard and other
outside spaces.104 The architectural structure is very simple:
105
The Operational/Architectural Final Program contains few require-
ments, and provides a great deal of flexibility in designing the mother/
infant facility.1 06 Simply by redesigning the spatial relationships among
PRENtr AND P 'EMMN WOMEN'S AL TNAtVE SeNTeN G PRooRM Ac, at ii, 1 (1996).
103. FAMILY FotxnAmoNs;: S. 519 ALrrNATzVE SENTENCNo FACILrrEs Foa PRa ,NAr& PAwwnm o
WoMN: OPELTAIONAI/ARCHTEcrURAL FINAL PRoaM 1 (1995).
104. Id
105. Id at Introduction.
106. For example, the building may be a new design of a renovation of an existing facility since
the California Department of Corrections "realizes that compromises may need to be made to fit the
unique conditions of an existing facility." Id. at Introduction n.l. In addition, even though component
buildings may have adjacency requirements classified as either mandatory, desirable, neutral, or
spatial separation, almost no mandatory requirements exist. Id. at 7. For instance, the only mandatory
adjacency in the Administration Area are between the intake office and carport, the lobby and recep-
tion desk, secretary and shift change office. Id. at 7. In the Program and Treatment Area there are
no mandatory adjacencies. Id. at 51. In the Housing Area, the only mandatory adjacencies are be-
tween the bedrooms and bathrooms and the bedrooms and the vestibule. Id. at 72. And them are
equally few required spatial separations. For instance, the only spatial separation in the Administration
Area is with the driveway/carportL Id. at 26. In the Program and Treatment Area the small and
medium multipurpose rooms must be separated and the medium and large multipurpose rooms must not
be adjacent. Id. at 51. There are no required separations in the Housing Unit. Id. at 72. Therefore,
there is great flexibility in designing the spatial relationships among the different buildings and
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the different component buildings, the facility could house both mothers
and fathers and their children, while maintaining separateness in order to
control security at the facility.107 The spatial relationships and adja-
cencies among buildings in this design could take into consideration as
much gender space-sharing as possible within security limits in order to
reduce the cost of running the facility. For instance, the design could
simply obviate the need to build a separate kitchen, dining, and child
care facility by making the "Child Care" building, rather than the
"Yard," the central hub. That way, separate housing for male and
female prisoners could funnel through the child care facility into the
kitchen and dining area. That design modification only requires adding
separate housing and a separate play yard for the male inmates' chil-
dren. All operations can be administered through the same reception
and administration building. Any conflicts with the use of shared
facilities can be accomplished through time allocation and staggered
schedules for the female and male inmates.
VI. CONCLUSION
For political reasons, it was probably initially necessary to limit
community treatment programs to female inmates and their infants.
However, politics can no longer justify treating children differently
based solely upon the sex of their single parent. It is one thing to
recognize that the public perceives male and female felons differently.
It is another to look into a child's eyes and explain that the reason he or
she cannot gain the advantage of a commumity release program is solely
because his or her only remaining parent is a male. Without such a
father/child reunification program, the chances that the family will be
saved will be exponentially reduced. Another loving father willing to
rear his child responsibly will be cast from the system, and the child will
be set adrift into an uncertain world of temporary and often serial
placements.10 8
components in the facility.
107. It must be remembered that the motherinfant community center is "a non-secure facility"
where security systems "must not be obtrusive" and should include 'passive security systems" like
intercoms and electrically-released doors, chimes or night door alarms. Id. at 17.
108. Most of the policy rationale for rejecting biological fathers' rights over the past two decades
do not apply to cases of incarcerated fathers. Frst, the father will not have the hurdle of proving
paternity as did the father in Michael H. v. GeraldD. Michael H. v. Gerald D., 491 U.S. 110, 131-32
(1989) (upholding California's conclusive presumption of legitimacy). Nor will keeping the father and
child together violate the public policy of preventing third parties from breaking up family bonds. See,
e.g., CALFAM. CoDn § 8815 (West 1994) (abrogating trial courts' discretion to set aside an adoption
after 90 days from parental consent even if recision might be reasonable). See also CAL FAK. CoD §
8801.5(g) (West 1994) (abrogating a birth parent's right to set aside an adoption based upon the
failure of the Department of Adoptions to provide mandated advice and counseling prior to accepting
a relinquishment for adoption).
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